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Major Sahaia Yoga World Centers
Finland
Raine Salo
Satamakatu 5 B 22
00150, Helsinki 16, Finland
Phonc: hom:(358 0) 662.754

itellge
Mr, furtonio Msndog Nazap
47 Ave, Du lfugtcl
93370 Montlenrpil, Francc
Phone:.horm: i33 1) 43 30 57 25

FAX: (331){i}307318

Germanv
Mr. Phillip Zcirs
Kaslanianstrs;c l9
0.1 542 Dallgovr, Gcrm.ny
Phone,FAX: (49 30)336.9236

wo*:{49 fl})33$8006
FAX: (r9 89) 56 35 17 (Phillir)

Greece
Mr, Nicolar Chrbcalis
Sahaia Yogn Ccntn
Sachtouri &10 Str.
Athens,105 53
Phoner llom: (3Ol)72 90 369

Work (304) 95 10 81 [r.51
Far {30-1) 72 36 492

Email: "nicol*@dg.cdc.com"
Theothoror Efrtathknr 30.1 821 76 3{l

Holland
Mr. llenno Grad
Varikstraat 1
1'106 CT Anrterdam- 2.0., llolland Ewa Zalowrka
Phonc: hom (31 20) 697.2038 ul. Piaski 1l

FAX: (31 20) 697.5131

Hono Kono
Mr. Aler Henshaw
Unir 12A,18 Shan Kwong Fd.
Happy Valley, Hong Kong
Phoner 8935227

Hunoarv
Mr. Geoqe Pohl
Avsr Ul 17b
H.118i1, Bud+cd, ltungary
Phone:wofi {003q1m17n7

lndia
Mr. Yogi lihhajan
9, Bhagya Chidamani Society
Paud Road
Kothrud, Punc 411029, lndia
Phone: (91 212) 33 58 85

Mr. Fajesh Shah
Lai Eahadw Shartri ilary.
Kurla, Bonbay ltl0 07{1, lodia
Phone:wo*: 9l Zl 511 5080

FAX: 91 22 511 5089
[g[-Rottr
Mr. Guklo Lmza
Vocabolo Abcrcto
O2046 lhglhm Srbina, [aly
Phone: hom: (3*744) 919-851

& (397{4)e19122
FAX: (3$744)919904

Italy. Milan
Javier Valdemnn
Viale Ghn Gdcszo ll
Milano 20136
Phone: hom: (39 2) 837-7479
Ashram phonc; {3S 2) 261{927
FAX and phom: (39 2)5516318
(Caroline Duranl)

Personal copv. Not for circulation.

Jaoan
Mr. Bruno Jatoba Oescaves
One and Two Bullding f403
flll Yambuki-Cho
Shiniukuku, Tokyo
162 Japan
Phonc: 0$3269{555

Malavsia
Mr. Ng Wooi Boon
7 Jalan SS 2280
Damansanlaya, Krala Lurpur

New Zealand
Mr. fhtgh Frilh
24 Pukenui Rd.
Epsom, fuctland, lhw Zealand
Phone : Hom: {5'l-S) 625-8888

9man
Dr. Rustom Burioric
P.0.8or 32{85
Al Khoud CollcAc of llcdicinc
9rltan Oaboof Univority
Sultanate of Omm
Phoner honr: (968) 51 38 45

tlelisa Foddguez
Calh Lanir Partanr 1271
San bidro
Lima. Pcru
Phonc : honr: (51 1 4) ?!'71'1 5

Poland

9&313 Jahorcw, Polad
Phone: Tomz Lifinski
Home: (4&22)6&52.56

Poriuoal
Catarina dc Csstn Frti]€
R. Garcia dc Oda, 70.1'C
Lisboal200, Portugel
Phone:396.3149

Romania
llr. Dan Coctian
Str. Constaldin ilacu l{o.8
?0219 Buehanot, Rommia
Phone: Hom: fi&l) 61$58{2

AsociathQrfurah
Sahaia Yogn-,Rmrania
Sos. Mihai Bnw{3 bbc P-14 scan8
otaj 10 apailmcnt 105
73261 &ruructi 39 Romnia
Ortiz Bravllql
Ph (4Sl) 635+2.1s
Fax (40-1) 312.7$s6
or (40-l)9214&36
(mntion "SdraiaYoga")

RussiaAlknino
1 427tS ltscowghyr OHast
Vidnoc .2
Ul. Volzahaya 19
Dt Bogdan Shehovych
Phone: (7O5) 5485825

Sevchellcs
Mr. Edc Sopholar
Belonic, tCrr, Srychellco
Phone: (2{8)21 100 crt. 5{5

Sinoapote
Mrg, Selva Kanayson
7 Tay Lian Teck Ddve
SiSlap
Singaporc 1545
Phone: (65) 241 4892

Sierra Leone
Itr. Patrick B. Sheriff
clo Sierra Rutile Limited
P.O. Bor 59, Fltetoun
Sierra Leone
Phone: 25316 / 23730, Tebr: 3259

Slovenia
iln. lihrija Pedc
C.V, ileetni Log 40
610$ Qubljana
Slovenh, Yugoslavia

South Africa
Dr. Siva Govender
69 ltunircddy Road
North Oene
Pietarmaritzbuq, 32Ol Sodh Af rica
Phone: horr: (0331) 77-488

Soain
Mr. Jos6Antonio Salgado
Santa Viqilia 16
2803ii lihdrid, Spain
Phonc: hom: (34 - 1)764 3767

Switzerland
Mr. Arnear dc Kalbcrnatten
CIO Roulc de la Belhngere
126'l Givrinr, VD, Switrerland
Phoner Hom: ?2in64d.

FAX: ({1 2217$n17
(Ann: Chdrtian illalhys)

I4ws
Dr, llantd Knoebel
Kan Nung Shan Ctuang
No. 18, Allcy 1, Lanc 19!l
$cctbn 3, tbi Y{an Road
HsiChih 221
Taixi Cotrnty, Taiwan (R.o.C.)
Phonc: Hom {886 2)U6.1ns
FAX: (886 2) 782-5573 (Dr. Knoebel)

Thailand
ilp. Jrninc Sreshth+ulra
Appt.38, 19 &$ Sarnarchan
Suluruil Roed {2
Bangkolt, Thaihnd 10110
Phoncr horm: (6&2) 391.82-90

Tu*ev
Mn. Cada lldtino
S[imr Konrsu
Sami Dino Sokecil, #11, AS.4
Tarabya, lrtanbul, Turkey
Phorur Honp: (geI) 162 39 62)

Uniled Kinodom
Dt. hvkl Spiru
7 Albany llousc, 5{l Flask Walk
Harpstead, London
NU3 1lG England
Phone: {4471}43S2018

FAX : {'14 71}4i114778

United Stales
Mr. PhillipTrurto
5206 Topcka Drive
TarzangCA 91356,USA
Phom: (818) 34&9642

FAX: (818)609{889

llr. Mohommd Said Ail€haalal
27 Avcnue Pastarr
Algor, Algcria
Phonc: homc: {213)6481 22

work {213) 649523

Amentina
Horacio Albeilolli
Anchorcna 1660
1425 Capital Fedcnl
Buercs Airee, Argentina
Phonc & FAX: (5{ 1) 83 {9 40
Phomonly : (541) 8il 8340

Austnlis
Mr, Slephan Taylor
10 Chr€nc. Strool
Buwood, Sydney NSIIY 2134
Phone: home (61 2) 747 -4835
FAX: (61 2) 416 12 02 {John Dobbie)

Auslria
Mr. Wolfgaq lhckl
Hofmannsthalgassc 27
2380 Perchloldsdod
Nti Arstrir
Phonc: 01 143.222.861-9493
FAX: 011-{:l-222-5576280

Behium
Aben 0p de Beeck
Gastluisveldstrss{ 7
llechelen 28fl), Belgium
Phoner hom: (32 15) 2$15.05

Luis F. Valdenama & Silvia lbaqez
Casilla Postal * 2-22707
Sucurcrl Obrajes, La Paz, Eolivia
Phone: hom: (591-2) 78-6Q-S2

FAX: {591-2)3912-25
Brazil
Mr. Prasad Rao
Fua Eenjamin Constant 120
Gloda Rio de Janeirc, Bmzil
Phone: 20241.1fl!

Buloaria
Mme. Vesks Mitova
Boulevard George Traikov 1fl!,
Block 46, lll
Lozenels, Sof ia, Bulgdr
Phone: hom: (359-2) 62.36-46

Canada
Mr. Vcrn Wilb
34555 Baldwin Road
Abbottsford. BC V25 SBTCanada
Phonc: boml 1604.850 - 7f75

FAX: 1-6{14{50 - 795{

Chile
illaia Soledad Darmrn
Regina Tacb 789, Bloqw C, I 501
Santiagq Chilc
Phone: horr: (5C2) 49.0S8

FAX : (5e2) 3$52-20
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"Today we are all going to going to worship
Me-first time. [t has been always the puja of
aspect of Me or a part of Me. Now one has to
know very clearly, 'What is Adi Shakti?'As we
say, is the pure desire of God Almightv, of
Sadashiva, but what is the pure desire of God
Almighty? If you see, your own desires come
out of what? Not of the Divine Love, but out of
carnal love, out of material love, or out of
power love. Behind all these desires there is
love. [f you do not love something, you will not
desire it. So these mundane type of loves that
you have for which we spend so much of our
time uselessly, actually they do not give you
satisfaction because that's not true love that you
have-just infatuation for the time being and
then you just get fed up with it, and from here
you jump to another thing."

"So Adi Shakti is embodiment of God's Divine
Love. It's God's pure love." In His Love, He
desired to create human beings who would be
very obedient and sublime-like angels. "That
was His Idea is to create Adam and Eve. So
angels have no freedom. Angels are made like
that. Thev are fixed. They ion't know why they
do it. Animals also don't know why they do
certain things-they just do it because they are
bound by nature, they are bound by God
Almighty. They say Shiva is Pashupati-means
He controls all the animals.... So all the desires
from animals come in, but they don't repent,
they don't have ego, they don't think that this is
wrong, or that is good. They have no karma
problem because they have no ego, because they
have no freedom."

"At this point, Adi Shakti, which was pure
love-so think of a Father who has put all His
love into one personality. Then what is left in
Him is nothing. He is just watching. Then what
does it take? He's just watching the play of His
desire, of His love... How it is working out? And
when He's watching that, then He's very careful

because He knows that this personality that I'r.e
created is nothing but love and compassion.
And compassion iiself is of such a noble variety
that He cannot bear anybody challenging that
compassion, troubling that compassion, or also
in any way demeaning it, lowering it or insulting
it. He's so alert on that point, and He's very
watchful. So a rift has taken place, we should
say, from Him, from His own desire of love."

"Now this desire of love was also given a
personality-means ego, and that this ego has to
act on its own. It became sort of a very
independent personality which was free to do
whatever it liked. I mean, we cannot think in
our mundane life that a husband and wife are
absolutely free to do what they like because
there is no cohesion, there is no understanding,
there is not that oneness, that rapport. But it's
like a moon and moonlight, sun and sunlight.
lt's such a cohesion that whatever one does,
another enjoys, and in that beautiful rift, Adi
Shakti decided to change His plans. She's
known for Her Sankalpa Wkalpa Karoti.
Anything you try to decide roo much, She will
make it break."

"So when this Adam and Eve business started,
She thought that they will be just like other
animals or angels. What's the use?" They must
know what they are doing and why they are
doing it. "They must have the freedom to
understand what is the knowledge." Why should
they have a fixed machine-like life like animals?
"So in Her arbitrary power which was
considered, of course, She is the one who came
as a serpent and told them that you taste the
fruit of knowledge."

"Now for people who are not Sahaja Yogis you
cannot tell this. They'll be shocked. But this
serpent that came for them to test, and then to
tell them that you'd better taste this fruit, this
serpent told the woman, not the man because
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woman is supposed to accept things easily. She
may even accept bhoots, she may even accept
nonsense, but she is the one who accepts, while
the man doesn't accept easily. He argues, he
discusses.... This Holy Ghost actually is a
feminine."

"Now it was the job of the lady, Eve, to
convince her husband because women know
how to do that. Sometimes they may convince
them wrongly, tell them something which is very
wrong, very sinister.... But men can be
misguided, or can be guided, or could be
emancipated if they have a proper wife. So he
had all faith in his wife, believed in it and they
tasted the fruit of knowledge under the
guidance of this Holy Ghost who was a feminine
Personality of God. This cannot be conceived by
people who just .get a glimpse of Christ or
Mohammed Sahib or Nanak Sahib.... So at that
time, the way the attention was, the way the
reception was, they told about dharma, about
ascent."

But in India people have talked about
Kundalini, and that She is the Adi Shakti
reflected within us. "Now understand that this
Adi Shakti is the power of love, of pure love, of
compassion. There's nothing else She has-only
the pure love within Her heart. But this pure
love is so powerful... that's the love She has
given to this Mother Earth." Because of that,
even with all the sins we commit. this Mother
Earth is pouring out Her love through these
beautiful things to all of us-through the
galaxies, the stars. Science has no love in it.
People even talk of yoga but don't talk of love
and compassion. "When there is no love and
compassion, there cannot be any Divine spark in
that person. Everything is completely submerged
in this Divine Love. Everything that is created
on this earth, everything that is created in this
universe... is all because of the love of the
Divine Mother."

"So this Adi Shakti's love is something so
subtle, ... you cannot understand sometimes. I
know you all love Me very much... and when I
get the vibrations from you, it's like the ripples

that reach the shores and again they return back
and lots of little, little, sparkling drops are rhere
on the shore also. In the same wav. in Mv heart.
I feel your love echoing the beauty of sparkle
with this DMne Love. I cannot explain to you
the experience-what it creates. The first thing
it creates-that tears come into My eyes
because it's the compassion which is Sandra
Karuna, is Adra. It's not dry-like a father's
compassion could be very dry." Mother will
correct sometimes, but She won't say something
that will be that hurting. "And this kind of a
heart She developed because of this Divine
Love that She was carrying."

Every part of Her body is created out of and
emits nothing but Divine Love. "Vibrations are
nothing but DMne Love.... This lncarnarion had
to come, the time had come.... but there is a
difference between fixed time and time which is
Sahaja. Fixed time is such that you can say thar
a train leaves this time, it will reach this time....
But living things, which are spontaneous, which
are Sahaj, you cannot say time. In the same
way, this process of freedom, you have the
maximum freedom. So one could not say what
time this would happen-that people will be
available to receive this subtle knowledee of
Divine Love."

"Knowledge also could be very dry." There were
some people in India who were so busy reading
mantras and performing tapasyas that they
became very dry and hot tempered. "There was
no idea of benevolence in their heart. First
thing that is achieved through this Divine Love
is your benevolence.... Benevolence means what-
ever is good for your spirit.... The spirit is the
reflection of God Almighty so when the spirit in
you starts reflecting itself in its full beauty, then
you become the giver. You are no more a
person who has to take anything.... You are so
fulfilled."

"Now this advent came at a time which was
judged what time it should come." Just before
this, people had freedom but they were using it
only to work out their power by occupying
territory in India, China, Africa, and America.
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."That was not the time for the Adi Shakti to be
born.... At that time, one had to fight for your
freedom, for getting out of the clutches of these
imperialists and people who were trying to
overpower. So now, gradually it changed, and
changed in such a smooth way.... I saw the
change coming up Myself. It worked out. As
you know that I Myself took part in the
freedom movement of India-is important.... In
lndia it started, and then gradually this
freedom from imperialism started spreading in
every country."

Then they started understanding that they had
misunderstood freedom, and that they should go
back to their own positions. They realized the
mistake they had made, and started repenting,
developing a fear of others, and a very disturbed
left Vishuddhi started. They felt very guilty
about what they had done.

At this juncture also there were other problems:
caste systems, slavery, mistreatment of women,
and other disparities, such as racism. "Through
their freedom they have created this.... It's not
the truth." People became brainwashed and
mesmerized and accepted these false ideas. "All
this came out of the choice that was given to
them to select what is good, what is bad."
Under these circumstances, compassion and
Divine Love would have been wasted on these
people because mentally they were not prepared
to understand. You could not tell them that
they were acting out of blindness and ignorance,
and that this will not make you noble. "Of
course, so many saints c:une, they talked of
nobility, of forgiveness, of uriity, of oneness....
Gradually their teachings srarted working in
people, but the biggest problem came with these
so-called religions that they started. All religions
got derailed, and they formed kind of puddles,
you see-Muslims here, Christians here, Hindus
there.... So you really needed this rivey of life to
fill up all these puddles and make them one."

"It's sheer stupidity to think that one human
being is higher than another. You can only say
one thing-that some are at a different state,
sorne are at a higher state, but in general you

cannot condemn somebody that he is no good,
this society is not good.... Individually you can

l"y; in general you cannor say. But this
lgnorance was so dark because it became,.. a
collective ignorance. They all joined hands
together, collectively, to say that this is the
religion that is the best. We are the only ones
which are saved ones.... So now Adi Shakti had
to assert with the complete force."

"So the first thing She realized that one should
know what is a family. A child grows in the
family." If children do not get proper artenrion
from the father or mother, if they are spoilt,
over-indulged, or neglected, then the child
doesn't know what love is. "Love ... means that
all the time your attention is on your child, and
that attention is not indulgence, but an attention
for the benevolence of the child.... And thus I
thought that the family life has to be first of all
substantiated-it's very important-because
these days also, under the name of religion they
have started nunneries, and then priests, and
then sanyasis.... They are so dry and they are so
misleading to people that people srarred taking
to this kind of sanyasa-getting out of their
houses, running away from their wives, their
children. So the first point I realized-human
beings cannot have love who haven't known
what love is."

"This love is more effective if it is collective." In
lndia people really love each other in a family.
There are so many relations in the joint family
system, which is a collective system, and we
don't know how we are related to them. We just
call them brothers and sisters. But then this
joint family system also broke because of
economic and other reasons. So now at this verv
crucial time when people had to know love and
the family had started breaking, especially in
western countries, men and women never
realized the importance and never had faith in
their family life. "So it became such a shiftv
thing for poor children, ... and they couldn't
grow properly. So it created a generation of
violent, horribly possessed children. This
generation then went into war mongering."
They don't know why, but they feel like fighting.
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"The reason: there is no love so everything that
you see, you detest.... So a new trend started."

When the war was over, naturally the value
system dropped out because people felt their
values had only led to destructive and useless
war. On the whole, people began to feel that
the one who can dominate is best. "So the
domination of these imperial styles of
government was over, but individually it became
a process of domination. With this process of
domination, ego started developing. Even to
children they used to give an education in such
a way that children became very arrogant, very
artificial.... These children were not at all
controlled because the parents also took a very
defensive attitude. They would not face their
children and tell them what is wrong" because
they were so attached to their idea that their
children would leave them. "Ijnder these
circumstances, even human beings as such were
dwindling between a good family life and
divorces and a funny society which believes in
sharing women or sharing men and all kinds of
things. So what a terrible situation was there for
Adi Shakti to assert Herself."

Also religions were asserting their own ideas
and conditionings on people and absolutely
blinding them. "So it was a turmoil... and at this
turmoil state only, Adi Shaxci had to come to
establish the dharma.... When I was born I was
shocked-the way people were. At that time I
don't think I met many seekers.... How could
you start telling them about Divine Love when
they were not seekers even? Then gradually I
felt confident. First I thought'I've come a little
early... but then I saw all these horrible false
gurus also throwing their own charms on people
and trying to control them. That made Me
really, really think that now I'd better stop
worrying as to what the atmosphere is, worrying
as to what sort of people there are-let's start.
And that's how the ftst Brahmarandhra chedan
took place In India. It was 5th May, 1970... in
the morning time. Of course, it had some events
which made Me hurry up to do it. I was quite
ready. I knew what was the problem of human
beings is. But I thought that maybe they may

never accept that they can get their realization."

"Now this incarnation is really a very unique
type." So many incarnations came, and they had
some followers, but nothing was inside their
heart. They didn't get that spark of Divine Love
within them. Starting from Socrates to today,
many philosophers and good people have come
who talked about the higher life-Mahatma
Gandhi, Martin Luther, Abraham Lincoln,
George Washington, Wi l l iam Blake,
Shakespeare, l,ao Tze. But people couldn't see
the value of their teachings. "[t was really My
desire that there should be some keenness in
people-just little bit. If they gave Me a little
chance, this Divine Love is so subtle, it will just
penetrate into their hearts, but they would not.
They were just like stones. You couldn't talk to
them, you couldn't tell them anything. And they
thought no end of themselves-that's the worst
part of it."

"tlnder these circumstances Sahaja Yoga
started. And there I find that the powers of Adi
Shakti are much greater than the problems you
see... because these powers are awakening the
Kundalini. I knew I can awaken the Kundalini,
no doubt... and I also knew that I can do it en
masse realization, but I could never think that
people whom I have awakened will come back
again, ... they'll practice Sahaja Yoga or they'll
go to this level." At first, people didn't
understand what Shri Mataji was saying. "So the
only solution was to raise their own Kundalini,
to create that little light in them." lnstead of
giving Kundalini awakening one person at a
time, en masse realization was started. "And
this really surprised people. [t was no magic. It
was not story telling, but it was the truth." They
could feel it on their finger tips and out of their
fontanel bone area.

"The actualization of Sahaja Yoga has worked
wonders.... All these wonders that you see today
are because... the way you reacted, the way you
received it.... Actually, it is your wisdom, your
sense, your seeking has brought you to Sahaja
Yoga." People have started understanding
Sahaja Yoga, "it started penetrating into them.
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Now for that I had to raise My Own Kundalini
like that. Every time in a public program I
raised Mine also. And in My Kundalini ltself, I
catch all your problems. [t's painful. That's why
after puja I become... like a stone, I should say,
for a while. Reason is I am absorbing all that is
within you-like I have put you all in My body.
You are part and parcel of My body. Every cell
that I have is for you-for your abode."

"And you have to be that subtle to understand
that if we own something or if we have
something to be done about Sahaja Yoga, ... if
we want to start an ashram, or anything,
immediately I know. How do I know-is
because you are inside Me. Most of the things
I know very clearly, but some of these things I
don't know that clearly because of one thing.
The relationship between you and Me is, of
course, very intimate-that you should be in My
body. But if you people are not meditating-is
very mundane thins I must tell yott-Dhyana
Gamya. [f you itr€ ;rot meditating, then I have
no relationship with you. You are not My
relation. You have no right on Me. You have
no question to be asked. Why this is happening,
why that is happening? So if you do nor
meditate-I always say, 'Meditate, meditate.' I
have nothing to do with you... you are no more
there for Me. It has no connection with you.
Then you are like all other people. You may be
Sahaja Yogis, you might have got your Sahaja
Yoga degree from your leaders, maybe, I don't
know, and maybe that you are regarded as
something very great, but if you do not do your
meditation every day evening, morning or
evening, you will be really not any more in the
realm of Shri Mataji because the connection is
only through dhyana, through meditation."

"I've known people who do not do meditation.
Then they suffer, their children suffer, then
something happens, then they start coming and
telling Me, but I see clearly that the person is
not meditating. I have no relationship with him.
He has no right to ask Me anything. In the
beginning, of course, the meditation takes some
time, but once you will know what is meditation
is, how you enjoy My company, how you are

one with Me, how we can have a rapport with
each other, there's no need to have anything
else in benveen-like writing letters, or maybe
some sort of a special connection.... [n
meditation you grow. In that spiritually you
become higher, and when that happens, ... when
you reach a state of that... maturity in Sahaja
Yoga, then you don't want to give up your
meditation because that time you are absolutely
one with Me. That doesn't mean for three
hours, four hours, you should do meditation, but
it is how much intensely you are with Me is
important. Now it is not how much time you are
with Me. Then I am responsible for everything,
for your children, for everyone. I am responsible
for your ascent, for your protection, to save you
from all your negativity. So it's not like a father
who will directly punish.... If you are not
meditating-all right. I cannot force you, I have
nothing to do with you. You may have other
relationships-outside, outward, but this inner
relationship by which you get your benevolence,
you cannot have without meditation."

"I've been telling all of you, 'Please meditate,
please meditate every day,' but I think people
are also not understanding the importance of
what I am saying.... Now this instrument is fully
made, but if it is not all the time connected to
the mains, what's the use of having it? In that
meditation you will feel the love, the Divine
Love, the beauty of that Divine Love. A
complete panorama changes. A meditative
person has a very different attitude, a very
different temperament, a very different life, and
he lives always in complete satisfaction with
himself."

It has been a great blessing to you so you must
know how to preserve it, how to enhance it,
how to enjoy it. "You should have a full
oneness with the Divine... and that is possible
only if you really meditate which is quite a easy
thing to do.... Some people say, 'Mother, we
cannot get over time, we are all the time
thinking something.' ... In the beginning you
may have a little problem... but that's only in
the beginning. But gradually you will be all
right, gradually you will master it, gradually you
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will know it so well that you would not like to
have anything else of a cheaper type.You won't
care for such a thing."

"So to get to your beauty, to get to your glory,
to get to your own great personality which is
now exposed to you, only thing you have to do
really religiously is to meditate.... Nobody wants
to know the excuses. It's between you and
yourself. It's your gain-nobody else's.... Now
one has to know that we have achieved a certain
height of evolution, and from this height you
might go up to here, or up to here, up to here.
I'm not saying it's not possible to do that, but
first and foremost thing-that whatever you may
be-may consider you to be a very high class
Sahaja Yogi, you have to be humble about
meditation."

"This meditative quality, even when I'm talking
to you... I am getting into it because it is so joy
giving. You just jump into the ocean of joy.
First it will be difficult, but after some time you
will know that this connection that you have
with Shri Mataji is the only connection that you
are looking out for."

Another point people get lost with is that they
meditate and do puja individually, not
collectively. "You have to be collectively
meditative because I am a collective beine of all

and when you rneditate collectively you are
really very close to Me. So even if you have a
prog:Lm or something you must do some
meditation with it. Always have meditation as a
priority for any program. You sing the songs,
it's over, everything is done, then you meditate.
If I am insisting on something you must know
that this must be the truth I am telling,
absolutely the basis of it, though it looks rather
mundane,'but it's very important."

"Now for us to worship Adi Shakti, I don't
know because there has been no prayers or
anything about Adi Shakti. Up to Bhagavati they
have gone, but'beyond Bhagavati they have not,
so I don't know what sort of pujas you will
have, but let's try something. I think the
meditation is the best way we can really achieve
something. We can go into meditation for about
five minutes."

[Short meditation during which Shri Mataji
blows into the microphone eleven times.]

"Eleven Rudras are awakened and they will
destroy all that is negative. Now ignorance is
the greatest negative force, and I am sure they'll
destroy this ignorance of people. May God bless
you."
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The Devi Sukta
(Rigveda 125)

I move with Rudras and with Vasus. I move
with Adityas and all Gods by My side,

And both Mitra and Vamna I support.
I support Indra, Agni and the nvo Awins.

I uphold Soma, the destroyer of the foe.
I sustain Tvastri and Pushan and Bhaga.

I reward with wealth the offerer of oblation
and the devout worshipper pouring the Soma.

I am Queen, the Gatherer-up of treasures,
the Knower, the first among the Holy Ones.

The Devas have established in many places
Ma who lives on many planes, in many a form.

The man who sees, who breathes, and who hears what is spoken
through Me alone obtains his sustenance.

There are those who dwell by My side but know not.
Hear thou who hast hearing. I tell thee the sacred truth.

Yes, I Myself say this, and these My words
must needs be welcome to Devas and men!

One whom I love I make Mighty-make of him
a Brahmana, a Sahaja Yogi, a Gifted Man.

For Rudra I stretch out the strings of His bow
to slay the fierce enemies of the Realised Souls.

And for the people, I engage in battle;
and through the earth and the heaven I spread.

And on the summit I bring forth the Father.
My home is within waters, in the ocean,

From where I extend to all existing worlds;
and yonder heaven I touch with My forehead.

And it is I who, like the wind, breathe forth
and set all existing worlds in motion.

Beyond heavens and beyond the earth am I
and all this have I become in Mv splendour!
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Ode to Kundalini

Kingdoms have come and gone.
Their testaments are the wind blown dust;

Their powerful roots lay crumbled and buried for all time.
Only Thou canst recall the ebb and flow of the ages

And, to fruit, all the heartfelt strivings of Thy children, bring.

Fabled Fountain of Youth,
O' Revealer of Truth,
Holy Mother within, please awake

And us take
To Thy heavenly City of Light.

Mountains of books have been written
To play upon our imaginations and carry, to and fro, our desire.

We have sailed the ships of want in all directions.
Only Thou canst, our deepest yearnings, quench

And, to fruit, all the hearrfelt strivings of Thy children, bring.

Fabled Fountain of Youth,
O' Revealer of Truth,
Holy Mother within, please awake

And us take
To Thy heavenly City of Light.

We were seekers of Truth
Risen up out of animal obscuriry.

Guided by Thy reassuring rouch, have we dared to aspire to attain
evolution's highest treasure.

Only Thou art the comforting Fire in all our darkest nights.
Thou bringeth to fruit all the hearrfelt strivings of Thy children.

Fabled Fountain of Youth,
O' Revealer of Truth,
Holy Mother within, please awake

Ald us take
To Thy heavenly City of Light.

Chaitanya dances in our midst.
Thy Love sparkles in our eyes and laughs in our smiles.

We are aimless, fulfilled, eternally young!
Only Thou knoweth the undying gratitude in our hearrs.

Thou hast brought to fruit all the heartfelt strivings of Thy children.

Fabled Fountain of Youth,
O' Revealer of Truth.
Holy Mother within, please accept

Our pure thanks
At Thy heavenly Lotus Feet.

-Edward Saugstad, Vienna

Winen for the occasion of Adi ShaktilKundalini puja 1993.
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About 500 Sahaja Yogis assembled to celebrate
the first and most auspicious Adi Shakti Puja in
Cabella, hosted by the Germans and Austrians.
The seminar took place in Cabella from June 4
to June 7, 1993.

On Saturday, the night before the puja, a wide
range of culrural programs including dancing,
spectacles, singing, and video clips were
performed before Shri Mataji.

It started about 21:00 o'clock with a play by the
Germans called Snow Wite and the Seven
Dwarfs. After that Sigried and Wolfgang
introduced a new song. Then there was a dance
performance by the Austrians which was
inspired by the Bija Mantras. The next item was
the premiere of the first Sufi Kauwali. Thomas
from Germany and the Sufi Kauwali Band sang
this Kauwali which should rise very high on the
Sahaja bhajans charts.

Shortly after this bhajans session, a poem
written by Edward from Austria in praise of the
Adi Shakti was read. (This poem is contained in
this issue.) Then there was a very professional
performance by the Austrians called The Muse

"f 
the New Age which was very much

appreciated by the whole audience. The next
item was very amusing: two ladies from
Germany sang a Sahaja Rap. Afterwards the
first Sahaja video clip with a song composed
and performed by Daniel from Austria was
shown.

The night ended with a classical Indian dance
performed by an ltalian lady and an Indian

dancer. Shri Mataji was very pleased with the
classical dancers and also honoured the
Austrians for having taken a big leap in art.
Before Shri Mataji left the tent, She requested
for a puja starting time at about 11:00 o,clock
and the Germans promised that it would work
out, as this is a German quality.

The next day began with bright sunshine. The
puja preparations were completed by about
11:00 o'clock to be within the requested time. It
was quite hot in the tent, and all the yogis were
assembled there enjoying singing bhajans and
waiting for Shri Adi Shakti. The puja didn't
start until about 14.00 o'clock. When Shri
Mataji entered the tent, Hamid sang a Muslim
prayer asking Shri Mataji for Muslim Kundalini
awakening. (A synopsis of the puja talk appears
in this issue.)

In the evening Shri Mataji came again ro rhe
pendal and the Germans presented a computer
animation about the creation which was
projected on a canvas. The expected lndian
musician was not allowed to enter Italv. even
though he had a valid Italian visa. Shri Mataji
was very displeased with the Italian immigration
people, saying a new racism has started.

The great puja weekend ended with some
bhajans. It was a great honour and privilege for
all of us to worship Shri Adi Shakti in this puja
and it will be in our remembrance lasting
forever. JAY SHRI ADI SHAKTI MATAJI
SHRI NIRMAT-A. DEVT NAMOH NAMAH!

-Manfred, Austria
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"Today we are going to have Guru Puja. I am
supposed to be your Guru but I feel sometimes
that the idea of a guru is very different from
Mine. Normally a guru is a very, very strict
person and has no patience of any kind." A
guru is always taking different types of tests of
his disciples and expects complete obedience,
but in that obedience, one can achieve
impossible things. For example, Shivaji's Guru
asked hirn to bring him the milk of a tigress,
and Shivaji was able to do it.

One of the guru's tests is "how much they obey
you. But as you all have got realization and you
are your own gurus, I don't put that condition
on you. I leave it to your freedom. I tell you
earnestly, in all the way possible, what t think
good for you, but I don't compel like these
gurus used to do.... The way they used to treat
their disciples was rather difficult for Me. I can't
do it. All the time the compassion becomes the
tears in My eyes.... I may say it in a way that
looks like little scolding, but to be a Mother and
to be a Guru is the most difficult rhing."

"Of course every mother wants her child to be
good and the Holy Mother wants Her child to
be a holy person. The first thing is the holiness.
Now for that how can you compel someone?
Only thing that makes you understand is this-
that if you don't become holy, how will you get
your ascent? We have to be holy. What disci-
pline one can put for making a person holy?
What can you force? What can you get angry
for? Only method I use normally is to forgive."
Forgiveness is the highest quality for teaching
people. "So your greatness, your nobility will
definitely influence people. It's not by fighting,
bv quarrelling, by saying harsh things.it is going
to work out.... Sahaja Yoga is very different
from all other gurus." We believe in the power
of love which teaches you how to be forgiving,
makes you noble and very balanced. All of the
Adi Gurus and their incarnations had balance.
and always praised the love of God.

"When we talk about realization, one has to
know first of all that we have to have patience
with ourselves.... When you become your own
guru, first thing-as the guru has patience with
his or her disciple-you must have patience with
yourself. [n that patience you will leam that you
can tolerate so many things without any
trouble.... If you have patience with yourself,
everything you'll accept. Wherever you are, you
are with yourself because you are realized souls.
So you won't frustrate, you will not get angry
and also you'll not go on grumbling and
grudging because you are enjoying yourself."

One reason people don't have patience with
themselves is that they are conditioned. They
pity and condemn themselves, and keep feeling
miserable and troubled. People who have
imaginary miseries of the past which do nor
exist in reality cannot have the joy of reality.

"So for a Sahaja Yogi it is important that he
should have joy within his heart.... It's like an
ocean which is there all the time to give you
such thrills. Even little drops of this ocean when
they trickle down in your being-it is so
soothing. The experience can be only
experienced! It's all waiting within yourself. And
such a person also makes others joyous. He
cannot see another person unhappy, in
trouble.... You can get joy from small, small
things because you have the ocean and a little
thing that drops into the ocean creates such
beautiful ripples. They touch the shores not only
of your own being, but of others. Very, very
small things make you so very happy, and that
all the time you are just like a surfing, as they
call it these days, on this beautiful lake or a
beautiful ocean of love. Love is joy giving. It's
not carnal love, it is Divine Love. So as Sahaja
Yogis and as gurus we have to love ourselves
and.understand our own value.... How many
people in this world can give realization? ...You
are made so powerful that even looking at
people you can give realization."
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In ordinary love, people have fear, but "you are
always with yourself, and you are always pro-
tected. [f your attention is bad for a second
even, immediately you know you are going
wrong. You protect yourself from yourself. As
soon as you get some physical problem, you can
feel it. You know how to cure yourself. But
again one has to have balance. Ifyou are off the
balance, then you don't even feel vibrations, you
don't even feel what's wrong with you. You
don't know which direction you are moving,
whether you are getting destroyed. And this
balance has to be established by all the Sahaja
Yogis."

These imbalances come because we still think
about our past or our future. "What is there to
worry when all the angels and all the ganas are
working for you? You just have to order-that's
all.... You have to know that you are all realized
souls and that you have all the powers within
you. Only thing which is very important is the
balance.... There is such a powerful energy all
around. Nothing can stop you, nothing can
arrest you, nothing can find faults. But when
vou start doubting, ... when you say, 'but... but,'
when you start thinking about the man-made
laws, then the God's laws fail. Othenpise,
nobody can punish you. nobody can arrest you,
nobodv can do anything to you-you are
absolutely protected ! "

The old style of gurus used to say you must
suffer. "Whatever they want to do you should
accept because it's your suffering. Not in Sahaja
Yoga because your Mother is sitting here. How
dare anybody touch you! No one can harm you.
You have to believe Me when I say that! ... But
you must have that faith within yourself.
Nobody had Adi Shakti as rhe Guru-Adi
Shakti, the one who has all the powers of the
world! ... So the greatest difference between a
disciple of other gurus and yourself is you don't
have to suffer." If someone still has some
negativity, they might meet with an accident or
face something terrible, "but suddenly they will
find they will ger out of it."

It is a very remarkable thing in Sahaja Yoga
that people can give realization, the Kundalini
moves-even if they are catching. Of course,

they must practice Sahaja Yoga and give
realization to others. "All of you-whether it is
women or men-whatever country vou mav
belong-you have to give realization. iou trarr.
to allow this energy to go and work. Otheruise,
it will suffocate.... It's all right, in protocol, if
you don't understand, you are forgiven.
Anything you might do out of innocence or
ignorance is forgiven. But knowingly if you want
to do something then I don't know the
repercussions-because the area where you are
is safe, but if you want to get out of that area,
then all sides there are horrible negative forces
working, and you are captured into that. That's
not the mistake of Sahaja Yoga. To find faults
with Sahaja Yogis or with Sahaja yoga is
another mistake we commit sometimes."

"So Sahaja Yogis are gurus who belong to the
collective. They move in a group, as described
by Gnyaneshwara-that you move now like the
enlightened forest, ... like oceans, and talk about
God.... You are in a group and all of you move
in a group, together, with one understanding.
Such a powerful group it is! They bring
ambrosia to the people, according to
Gnyaneshwara. But this power of collectivity
that one feels is the first judgement of a person.
Those who cannot be collective are not yet
Sahaja Yogis.... You are a Sahaja Yogi when
you are absolutely collective.... It's so simple-
that ego, the conditionings of ego, or
conditionings of the past may keep you away
from others and there is no connection to the
Divine any more left. Those who are not
collective people have no relationship with the
Divine."

"By giving realizations to you I find it very easy
to talk about subtlest of subtle things to you. All
these things I don't think any guru could have
talked.... You have become subtle and the
subtleties have their own beauty in expression,
in talking, in behaving with others, in
understanding. It's so sweet and so beautiful.
The collective feeling is something like a little
particle of clay thinks it is a mountain-like a
drop becoming the ocean. But if there is one
drop that says,'No, no. I can't be collective, I'll
stay on the shore.' All right, the sunshine will
evaporate."
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How should a guru act with the collective? "In
Sahaja Yoga nobody should feel that you are
some hierarchy or a higher personality. If you
start feeling like that, then at that point you
must know that there is some possession on
you.... And the cruelties sometimes people
indulge into is unimaginable. How can this kind
of satisfaction be there if you are Sahaja Yogis?
... You cannot afford to be angry.... Anger
means imbalance."

"Also, I've seen people get into a kind of a
pride, pride that we are Sahaja Yogis.... We are
in this world to serve God and the purpose of
your service is to save the world, save the
people. But if you have pride, false pride, how
can you do that? The way you'll talk, the way
you will behave, nobody will come near."

"You cannot be jealous of another person...
because jealousy means that you are trying to
harm yourself really... I really enjoy the most
when Sahaja Yogis start expressing their feelings
about other Sahaja Yogis.... They see the
greatness of others, the nobility of others and
when you start seeing that, you start becoming.
If you feel jealous... you are condemning
yourself permanently.... The relationship among
yourselves cannot have anything to do with
jealousy... because it kills your joy."

As a guru, you ml!:ri have tremendous
patience-no need to get angry or upset.
"Gradually you will see-without telling people,
they will discipline themselves. It is you have to
discipline yourself!"

"In the system of Sahaja Yoga we never had so
many disciples.... It's so great that we are so
many of us together now-so many! We
understand each other, we know each other. We
know all about Kundalini and we are so aware
about everything. We know what's happening in
this world. We are not just sitting in a cave in
Himalayas and... taking the name of God. No.
We are in the world. We are not running away
from the world.... We are facing every day every
problem that is there. But we are in reality and
they are in ignorance. That's why we know-we
know the solution, we know the problem, and
we can solve it."

"Now you have to just experiment with your
powers-of course, with humility.', you are a
complete store of knowledge "so you should
have projection towards that source of
knowledge. For example, everywhere you'll find
the comparison of Sahaja Yoga with everything
else that you see.... That will give a double joy."

Shri Mataji absorbs heat from people and
transforms it to soothe, cool, and comfort them.
We have to learn this from Shri Mataji. When
people shout or scream, be peaceful and listen
to them. "Then you can pour water on them
completely, and the whole heat can go away. So
this absorption is very important-not to be
afraid of absorption, but for that I would say
one should take care and the care as you know
is a very simple thing-this Kavacha, is this
bandhan that you have to take."

"For all this whatever I have said, there is one
Guru mantra: to remember that we are Sahaja
Yogis. Just remember this! We are Sahaja
Yogis. And once you know you are Sahaja
Yogis, this projection will start.... Anything that
you see, anything you do or others are doing,
try to relate it with Sahaja Yoga, and project.
Then you will also reach the ocean of love.
Once you have that, then what, who can disturb
you? Who can trouble you? Who can make
anything that is difficult for you because you are
sitting in the ocean, the fellow is sitting outside
somewhere. How can he come into the ocean to
trouble you?"

"So remember that you are a Sahaja Yogi. Take
a bandhan morning and evening. [t's so
simple.... Use your vibratory awareness for at
least protecting yourself because there is
negativity sitting next to you. So be very careful
about this and remember that, 'I am a Sahaja
Yogi.' Once you say that, you will know how
you have to behave, what is the protocol, you
will know what is the discipline you have to
follow, you will know how to love others-
everything. This is the essence! ... Don't forget
you are Sahaja Yogis.... That will give you
complete confidence in yourself and you will be
absolutely secure. Try to establish'the state that
you are Sahaja Yogis. Thus, you become gurus
of yourself and of others. May God bless you."
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We arrived at Cabella on Friday evening
(2 July) to celebrate Guru Puja which was
hosted by the Italians. That evening, Shri Mataji
came to the tent, and then the Indian musicians,
Nirmal Sangit Saita, gave a beautiful program
and raised the mood so high that all the people
in the tent were dancing and singing in the end.
The program didn't finish until early morning.

The Saturday evening progr:rm featured an
interesting play showing scenes from the lives of
some of the Adi Gurus, as well as the some of
the unfortunate results of their teachings in
different countries. The play began with Shri
Ganesha aSking Shri Shiva to destroy the world
which is full of immorality, false gurus, greed,
and lust. Then they showed some scenes,
including Socrates and his ideas on one side and
on the opposite side, a scene from modern
Greek society. Another scene showed
Abraham's life on one side and the behaviour of
Israel on the other side. The last part was very
strong. At the end of the play, on tape we heard
the voice of Shri Mataji saying, "[ will incarnate
Myself as a complete human being to
understand these problerns, and with My love
and compassion I will achieve what was never
achieved before." After this talk, there were
small parts of several videos, showing how Shri
Mataji is giving self-realization, and how
thousands and thousands of people are putting

their hands above their heads. What was
presented was so strong that many, many people
had tears in their eyes.

After this beautiful play was the main music
program with a very talented Indian singer. Shri
Mataji was very pleased with him and said that
he is probably an incarnation of some saint
because he has such a nice voice. The music was
very strong-exactly like meditation. When he
finished it was already very late, but then again
Nirmal Sangtt Sarita started singing bhajans. The
music was so strong that at the end of the
program (5 am) Shri Mataji was joking that we
do not need any puja, that the music already
took us very high.

Shri Mataji told us to take a bath in the cold
mountain river in Cabella the next day to give
us energJ. The puja started on Sundav at 5 or 6
p.m. (See the synopsis of the talk in rhis issue.)

After puja there was a discussion berw'een Shri
Mataji and some of the leaders about giving
presents. At first, Shri Mataji did not want to
take them. Finally She took them because rhey
were given out of love, the same way Shri
Mataji so often gives us presents. Then there
was a continuation of the music program.
Everything about this puja was so devotional
and so beautiful that it can not be expressed in
words.
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Here is a short account of the festivities
surrounding the 1993 Shri Ifu:.shna Puja seminar
which was held in Cabella in mid-August. Shri
Mataji and Sir C.P. Srivastava arrived in Cabella
at about 10 pm on Sunday evening, August 8th,
from their tour of Russia. Just as they were
approaching Cabella, there was thunder and
lightning (but no rain) from a previously
unclouded sky. This spectacular display
continued until Shri Mataji entered the castle.

On Thursday, August 5th, Shri Mataji and Sir
C.P. spent the day in Daglio. [t was the first
tirne that Sir C.P. had seen this property, an old
farm building which the Sahaja Yogis are
converting into accommodation for visiting
yogis, on the hillside above the village of Daglio.
It is about a 20-minute drive from Cabella,
situated even higher in the mountains, in a very
peaceful, meditative environment. Starting on
Friday, arriving Sahaja Yogis with cars or
minibuses were requested to stay in Daglio since
there was limited space in Cabella.

The festivities began after dinner on Friday
evening as we waited for our Divine Mother to
join us, and a spontaneous international bhajans
team started up. Shri Mataji and Sir C.P.
Srivastava kindly came to join us at around 11
p.m., and blessed our music-making with Her
Divine Presence in the puja tent. On Saturday
morning breaKast was served to everyone at
Daglio. After breakfast a havan took place at
Shri Mataji's request at which 108 names of Shri
Vishnu were read, Gr6goire having explained to
us the need for us to pray for the full
rnanifestation of this most elusive deity. The
havan was held on the terrace 'outside the
Daglio ashram under a hot sun. After the 108
names, all manner of baddhas were offered to
the fire for purification by the three hundred or
so yogis present.

After lunch, served next to the puja tent (which
is now on the hillside above and to the side of
Shri Mataji's house and well above Cabella

village), the weekend's activities carried on with
a sporting competition, held on the village
football field. This was at the suggestion of our
Divine Mother, who had said that this puja was
a good opportunity for games. Several teams,
based loosely on countries, were formed, and
the games began. The first game, in which your
correspondent had the honour to play, was a
tug-of-war, in which our team (Switzerland and
Belgium) faced the village sports club (i.e., not
Sahaja Yogis). This was an amazing experience.
At first the locals had the upper hand, but
suddenly one of our supporters cried out
"Hanuman! Hanuman!" This cry was taken up
by everybody in the crowd and with each wave
of sound, Shri Hanuman Himself was pulling on
the cord! In no time the village hearties were
heaved over towards us and we were through to
the next round. The sports continued with an
egg-and-spoon race, a caterpillar race (in which
the team members sit on the ground one in
front of another, each holding the ankles of the
person behind him), wheelbarrow races, a
contest of throwing water-filled balloons, and
other events. The winning team was mainly
from Germany; our team came in in the
honourable position of last but one.

In the evening, as the last preparations were
being made for the evening's programme, we
were surprised to see all the leaders walking
into the tent wearing splendid turbans (actually
scarves tied in Gujarati style headdresses)
decorated with strings of pearls. These were, in
fact, presents from Shri Mataji; as Gr6goire
explained, it was a time for fun, and Shri
Mother had made all the leaders like Christmas
trees! The leaders all sat on the stage during the
music programme that followed, on either side
of the artists, making the stage look like a noble
court in royal lndia.

The music programme starred an old friend of
Sahaja Yoga, Anand Murdeshwar, playing his
simple flute made of hollow bamboo and
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entrancing us with a number of different ragas:
Chandra Kauns, Mal Kauns... He was ably
supported by Yusuf Ali Khan on tabla. The
concert came to an end around 3 a.m.

Sunday morning and afternoon were relaxed,
bathing in the river-quite Iow ar this time of
year-and preparing quietly for the puja under
the warm Italian sun.

As Shri Krishna was born at midnight His Puja
is often celebrated at night. This year it began
early Sunday evening. Shri Mataji Nirmala Devi
arrived for Puja around 7 p.^., and gave a long
and rich discourse about Shri Krishna, the
Americas and their problems. (This talk will be
synopsized in the next issue.) The puja seemed
quite short; after the Athnrva Sheercha as the
children performed the Ganesha Puja, we
immediately started to sing a Krishna bhajan,
Krishna Govinda. This was followed by other
songs in praise of our Mother, finishing with
Vishwa Vandita just before the Aani, as the
leaders of the countries of North and South
America were offering symbolical crowns to the
Lotus Feet of the Empress of the Universe.

At the end of the Puja, as an expression of our
love and gratitude to our Divine Mother, who
has given us everything, She was presented with
a beautiful necklace of emeralds and diamonds
set in gold. Our Divine Mother offered little
toys and Russian-style dolls (She had bought
them during Her stay there) to all the children
who had taken part in the puja.

After the puja came entertainment. The
Californian Sahaja Yogis had prepared a
hilarious video depicting a day in the life of an
American Sahaja Yogi as he went about Los
Angeles postering, persuading the harassed and
cynical editor of the L,os Angeles Tribune's
"Religion" column to allow him a few seconds
to talk about Sahaja Yoga, leafletting in the
Maha Yogurt lce Cream cafe (where all the
local seekers, joggers, trendies, and weird
people hang out), and throwing some
well-aimed lemons at notable sources of
negativity, including a hirsute false guru who
declared a miracle to have taken place as a

celestial lemon had fallen from the sky to hit
him on the head! Of course everyrhing ended
happily, as the Religion editor, the Tribune
security guard, and several members of the
Maha Yogurt Ice Cream scene all came to the
centre, got their realisation, and could be seen
sitting in meditation, transformed by our Divine
Mother's blessings.

The Sahaja Yogis from Colombia then
presented their video, which depicted the birth
and early life of Shri Krishna and how this was
very sweetly matched by the traditions of dance
of different parts of Colombia. Shri Maraji
requested us all to have our attention very much
on America. In particular She asked us to have
our attention on the Jews of America, not only
because they are so influential there but also
because many of the Jews who come to Sahaja
Yoga make excellent Sahaja Yogis. Shri Mataji
also mentioned the need for us to have
attention on the lranians, whom She will be
seeing in a special programme in l,os Angeles,
and on the American people in general.

The thirty Sahaja Yogis from North and South
America, who had been in Cabella for a week
working hard to prep:ue the puja, gave each
family present a gift of a cassette of songs and
music recorded by Sahaja Yogis from different
countries from Canada to Argentina. One which
particularly sticks in my mind is a remarkable
arrangement for choir and orchestra of our
Divine Mother's song,Wnati Sunie, sung by the
Calgary Boys Choir. This tape can be ordered
from the Tape Centre in Vienna.

After a short break we were re-joined by Anand
Murdeshwar and Yusuf Ali Khan, who
completed the recital they had begun rhe
previous evening with more delightful ragas. At
the end of their recital Shri Mataji's husband,
Sir C.P. Srivastava, made a short speech in
which he said how he had never had such a
musical evening, and praised the musicians.
Both, he said, were grandsons of great
musicians, Anand Murdeshwar of Pannalal
Ghosh, the great flute master, and Yusuf Ali
Khan of Ustad Alauddin Khan, guru of Ravi
Shankar and whose name is svnonvmous with
Indian music itself.
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-Phil Ward. Switzerland

Hoffis

Notes From Bulgaria

Sir C.P. said it was symbolical that the two
musicians (who were playrng together for the
first time) came from the wo countries of India
and Bangla Desh, and that if the npo musicians
could collaborate musically like this, the two
countries (whose relationship has not always
been easy) could do likewise. At this point the

Earlier this year, during a visit to three of the
groups in the East of Bulgaria, we stopped in
Karandila at an enormous porphyry massif
overlooking the town of Silven, a beautiful
tourist venue called the Blue Rocks. They are so
known because the light imparts a bluish tinge
to their crumbly, lichen-covered surface. We
decided to have a seminar there so that for the
first time all the yogis of Bulgaria would have
an opportunity to meet each other. Somehow,
when the preliminary programme was typed out,
the "first national Bulgarian icminar" became a
Balkan regional seminar.

We phoned to invite the Romanians, but
although they were very enthusiastic they were
already fully occupied and could not attend. The
Turkish yogis would have come but for
problems at the frontier. We also telephoned
the Greek leader who said that he had long
wanted to have such a meeting for the Balkan
area. The peoples of the Balkans have always
been at each others' throats. For example, the
Bulgarians hate the Turks because of the 500
year subjugation of Bulgaria under the Ottoman
Empire. The Greeks suffered terribly under
Bulgarian occupation in the Second World War.
Now there is the war in ex-Yugoslavia.

Eight yogis came over 1000 km from Athens,
and on the way, one of the two Greek cars

two musicians spontaneously embraced on the
stage, to thunderous applause.

Shri Mataji took leave of us around 2 a.m.,
leaving us joyful and inspired for the work
ahead of us. May America arise!

accidentally strayed into ex-Yugoslavia, which
really showed the humorous Play of the Divine,
as we had been unable to contact the yogis of
Slovenia. We had felt that a Yugoslavian
presence would be auspicious at the weekend!
In the end, to our delight, there was one
Romanian yogi there, and although there were
no yogis from Turkey, we realized that one of
the men from the group in Plovdiv is a Muslim
with a Turkish father and that one of the Sofia
ladies has a Turkish mother. There was even a
yogini from Austria, living in Greece, and one
from New Zealand who was visiting the Greek
yogis. This was very exciting because Bulgaria
seems very shut off from the rest of the world,
and even now it is extremely difficult for
Bulgarians to travel abroad. [t is very much our
desire that the country will become more open
to the world outside.

Finally there were about 150 of us there, and
the formal proceedings began on Saturday
afternoon after a sunny picnic lunch in the
glorious beauty of Shri Bhoomi Devi. We began
by moving down to a little river flowing through
a high valley, where we collectively footsoaked.
Afterwards, we made a giant seated circle in the
valley meadow, and had a thunderous shoebeat-
ing session, After a short break, we returned to
the lunch site, where a fire was built for what
became an extraordinarily powerful havan. Of
course, all the negativity that we could think of
to do with the Balkans and the current horrible
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war across the border was thoroughly
shoebeaten and offered to the fire. The deep-
seated resentments and misunderstandings
between the Balkan nations have been at the
root of nvo world wars, and it is up to the
Sahaja Yogis of the area, with Shri Mataji's
blessings, to do what is necessary to stop the
conflict spreading, and to heal the ancient
wounds. We have to recognise and use our
powers! Everybody felt as if Shri Mataji's
attention was with us during the whole seminar.

After dinner we had a Rakshabandhan puja,
and the singing certainly lived up to the
reputation of the area! Again, we felt a sense of
Divine Power working out through the puja.
The exchange of rakhis and presents among the
brothers and sisters of these countries with such
a heavy history was extremely joy-giving and
highly symbolic.

We hope to have another regional seminar later
in the year. For now, we eagerly await our Holy
Mother's visit in September, when we hope
again to have the joy of sharing Mother's
Darshan with brothers and sisters from other
lands around us and further afield!

Sahaja Yoga Exhibitions
and 'Music of foy'

This year, Australians have had a great deal of
success with two Music of Joy concerts in
Sydney. The first was on Friday, 30th April at
7:30 pm, performed by the Sahaja Yoga Bhajan
Group. The original idea came from Shri Mataji
who suggested that a concert be organised when
the Nagpur Musicians were last here. This was
to raise funds, provide good publicity for Sahaja
Yoga and provide a new means of attracting
seekers through spiritual music.

The idea was presented to Shri Mataji at
Pratishthan, together with a draft of the poster
titled 'Music of Joy'. Shri Mataji gave the
concert Her blessings. The concert was planned
as a vibrant presentation of music chosen for its
spiritual and joyful qualities, from both Eastern

and Western sources, to demonstrate the unity
in diversity among Sahaja Yogis.

The music included western classical choral
selections, traditional African spiritual songs,
Sufi devotional music, as well as a variety of c.ur
well-loved Indian bhajans. A special trear on the
night was a performance by our well-loved
violinist, Asmira Woodward-Page whose recent
performance with the Melbourne Symphony
Orchestra won great praise for her masterly
execution and sweetness of tune. It has been
said this type of music expresses the Divine
nature of existence, and through its universal
appeal, people of all nations may be united.

Shri Mataji had recommended that we find a
professional tabla player for the concert. Some
Sahaja Yogis have been studying Indian music
and through their connections a local Indian
boy was found. He is very talented and seemed
very nice and of good vibrations. After a few
practices he said he did not wish to be paid as
he enjoyed playing this music so much it would
not be right to accept payment.

The success of the concert could onlv be
assured through the support of the collective.
With this in mind. the whole collective was
invited to help contribute in any way that besr
suited their talents. Some took on the various
tasks involved in stage management, others
advertising and marketing, others prepared
material to be handed out on the evening, while
others approached radio stations to play some
of the music. As the last few days before the
concert unwound, everyone felt as if we were
preparing for a visit by Shri Mataji Herself.

About 300 people attended the concert, of
which half were Sahaja Yogis. For a first-time
effort it was a good size crowd. The concert
began with Shri Mataji's three mantras followed
by Wshwa Vandita. Uncle Stephan then spoke of
Kundalini awakening and how the music was
selected to help this awakening. Then musicians
began by singing Isi Lie, Jogwa, and Amrut
Houni Goda Nama Tuze Devi, followed by some
western music performances. The bhajans again
resumed with Sarya Mangala, Mahamaya
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Mahakali and Apne Dil Me. The audience
warmed to the music and began clapping along.
One could feel the enjoyment in the atmosphere
as the audience relaxed and began to appreciate
the uniqueness of what they were hearing.

The ladies had been preparing food and during
the interval this was sold to raise further funds.
During the interval the Eanh Mother Exhibition
was on display. It is a celebration of the holistic
principle of the Earth, and how this principle
has been expressed throughout the ages in the
inspirational works of the great poets, artists
and prophets. The exhibition aimed to bring
together the choicest gems of human creativity
into a song of celebration of Creation and the
Mother.

Following the break the concert renewed with
the Sahaja Western Choir performing Ragupati
Raghava Raja Ram, ferusalem, Breery Bach, and
two African traditional songs. The concert
ended with another series of bhajans, which
brought people to their feet, dancing, clapping
and shouting for more.

The concert was a real success in that it
attracted new people to hear music of the spirit.
One felt that no one could have gone home
unaffected by the message in the music. [n fact,
many took the time to come and praise the
concert and promised next time to bring their
families and friends-

At the end of July, a second Music of Joy
concert was organized in conjunction with a
major Sahaja Yoga exhibition the same evening.
A core of dedicated Sahaja Yogis worked
together-for many long and very joyful
hours-to plan the Exhibition. It was decided
that the Exhibition would begin by asking
people three fundamental questions, "Who are
we?" and "Where are our lives headed in this
modern society?" Then the concepts of yoga
would be introduced, leading to the experience
of self-realisation.

After self-realisation, they would then move
through the rest of the exhibition, which
covered topics such as Health and Sahaja Yoga,

Medical Aspects of Sahaja Yoga, Who is Shri
Mataji?, the Development of the Subtle System,
Stress Management, Sahaja Yoga and Art, Sa-
haja Yoga and Music, and Miracle Photographs.
(All of the text for the exhibition is contained
on a PC so it is available for others to use.) Six
television monitors were located throughout the
exhibition and these played videos graphically
illustrating the chakras, the nadis and the
process of self-realisation. Others showed talks
of Shri Mataji, and talks on the medical aspects
of Sahaja Yoga. About 200 people attended this
exhibition which was the equal of any pro-
fessional trade fair, yet it was much more as it
conveyed Divine knowledge and vibrations.

Shri Mataji's June
Visit to Turkcy
Manyyogis came from neighbouring countries-
about 125 from Romania, and about two dozen
from Hungary and Bulgaria during the second
week of June. With a bandhan and joyous songs
to Shri Ganesha, the border crossing by the
three Romanian buses went very smoothly.

The day before the public program, Shri Mataji
scheduled a visit to the sufi quarters of lstanbul
where the yogis spent a night growing younger
and younger with the beautiful sufi music and
dances, interspersed with our beloved bhajans
that the sufis enjoyed a lot. Shri Mataji said that
the sufis are Sahaja Yogis-they can feel the
Cool Breeze.

The program was attended by around 500
seekers which made it an unprecedented event
in Turkey. There were very few Sahaja Yogis in
Turkey before this visit-about eighteen-due
to the extreme fundamentalism there. Shri
Mataji gave a long talk about fundamentalism
and the difference between it and true
spirituality. At the end She gave Realisation in
a very simple way: "Put your hands towards Me
and you will feel the cool breeze in your hands."

After the great success of the program, next day
was the puja dedicated to Shri Fatima. At the
end of Her stay, Shri Mataji called in Her room
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the two managers of the hotel where She was
staying-one of the finest in Istanbul. She
thanked them for their hospitality and talked to
them about the problems of fundamentalism
(theywere both foreigners-Dutch and German,
if I remember well), and at the end they got
their realisation. They were so grateful that they
said they could not possibly accept payment for
the cost of Shri Mataji's stay in the hotel.

Shri Mataji was accompanied to the airport by
joyful yogis, full of hope that a new stage in the
spirituality of Turkey had begun.

There were many miracles and lessons
throughout this mini tour of Turkey. One of
these occurred as the Sahaja Yogis returned
home on one of the Romanian buses. The
driver of this bus was very angry that he could
not do some personal business during the tour
because of the yogis' busy schedule. He was
amazed how these people could pass through
the borders so easily without any difficulties or
paying the usual bribes. He was so angry that on
the way home he started to jerk the bus left and
right in a violent manner so as to hurt the yogis
in the bus, or at least to scare them. The yogis
started immediately giving bandhans and saying
the mantras to Shri Ganesha and Shri
Hanumana, without bothering about the bus
manoeuvres. Right au'a,"- fhe radar caught the
driver and he had to slow down (and probably
pay a fine also). Then as he got away he started
to do it again. Next thing, he found himself on
a very bumpy road with a lot of holes and he
had to slow down again and quit his crazy style
again. Then as the road became normal again,
he resumed the jerks. This time all of a sudden
a torrential rain came from a clear sky and, as
he couldn't see anything through it, he again
had to slow down completely. Finally, realising
that he was fighting with somerhing beyond his
power or capacity, he calmed down (the rain
must have cooled him down also). Then the rain
stopped and the fourth sign that came was a
beautiful rainbow-the Bandhan of the Sky,
encircling and protecting the way of the yogis!

-Calin Costian, USA, based on a letter
from his father. Dan Costian

Shri Mataji's luly
Wsit to Belgium
Our Holy Mother arrived in Belgium on
Saturday the 17th of July at two in the
afternoon. In the ashram, which is a big old
farm that is being renovated, only Shri Mataji,s
room was finished-the day before She arrived.
Shri Mataji accepted flowers from all the yogis
who were there to receive Her. Shri Mataji was
very pleased with the design of the room and
the renovation plans for the building. Giving
advice about the equipment and decoration, She
also suggested that some yogis from abroad be
asked to participate and work there.

The same evening there was a public program
in Brussels. About 500 people attended the
program which started with an introduction and
slides of miracle photographs. This released the
atmosphere which was quite heavy as there were
several members of an antisect group in the
hall. Shri Mataji talked about the money and
power orientation of the religions, especially in
Bosnia. All these things happen because of
fundamentalism. \f,/hen we know the absolute,
we recognise all the incarnations and all the
prophets. Shri Mataji also talked about Paul and
Peter and the lack of respect for the Mother.
She clearly said that those who try to keep
others from resurrection for money and power
are committing the greatest sin against God.
Fundamentalism is the greatest threat today
because they are not afraid of God.

Then Shri Mataji talked about the beauty of
Sahaja families and that there are no quarrels
between Sahaja Yogis of Russia and America-
no aggression, no argument. She said they have
become like angels-so pure. They respect their
parents, countries, laws. They are not
materialistic and superficial. All the beauty they
have manifests itself.

Shri Mataji asked four times for those who did
not want their realisation to leave the hall,
insisting on the fact that self-realisation is a very
serious matter and is meant for those who are
really intelligent and wise, nor for the idiotic
and the stupid. After the self-realisation, the
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.musicians sang another song and then Shri
Mataji left the hall.

On Sunday the Yogis came to the ashram to
meditate and sit quietly in the courtyard,
enjoying the vibrations and the family-like
atmosphere. In the evening there was another
pubic program in Ant'werp. As Shri Mataji and
the musicians were caught in a traffic jam, the
yogis started singing bhajans. Shri Mataji's talk
was not as long as the night before. She spoke
about the gnostics, about the saints of modern
times-like Lincoln, Gandhi, Gorbachev-who
had to find their way alone with ignorant
people. Religion even controlled the politics and
people had to believe blind-folded.

After giving realisation, Shri Mataji said, "You
are all fantastic people but you have to be
connected:" She said that Belgium must be a
very spiritual countr!, and Annperp is a very
spiritual place and it will work out Sahaja Yoga,
but it is a collective happening. She said She
would come back next year. Before leaving Shri
Mataji put Her attention on some who did not
feel their realisation and told them to forgive.

On Monday 
-o.ning, 

when Shri Mataji was
about to leave for Her flight in Brussels airport,
She received golden earrings with sapphires as
a present from the Belgiari Ycgis. She was very
pleased with them and as She was not wearing
earrings at that moment (what a coincidence!),
She put them on immediately. We said goodbye
to Shri Mataji with a big collective "Jail" that
resounded through the airport.

Holistic Integration Approach
in Hong Kong
We have been having very successful follow-up
programs to our Holistic Integratiop seminar
which was attended by 350 people. We used the
concept of holistic integration to appeal to a
broader spectrum of the society. We felt there
were many people who were concerned about
the environment or health. who wouldn't
normally come to a program on Sahaja Yoga.

So we brainstormed and qrme upon the idea of
holistic integration, a blending of our spirirual
nature with human nature and Mother nature.

We wanted to show how these aspects are all
intrinsically connected. We also noticed that the
other yoga groups had not associated themselves
with any other movement or group so we felt
this too would be setting a precedent that would
give Sahaja Yoga a higher profile. We also felt
that it would be good P.R. for us to be support-
ing other movements or groups who are active
and involved within the community. These
groups are involved and concerned with our
society and are offering solutions for the better-
ment of mankind. We have the ultimate solution
to offer, and we felt this could be a good way to
present Sahaja Yoga to the general public.

We invited Dr. Alexander Yuan, homeopath,
chiropractor, naturopath, and very well-known
advocate of alternative medicine, to speak. He
is the brother of a new yogini and has his
realization. He recommended a "green" speaker
for us, a Dr. Simon Chau, who has a Ph.D. in
linguistics, and is a founding member of the
green power movement in Hong Kong. We only
met Simon on the night, and his presentation
was brilliant. He spoke poignantly about seeking
his spiritual nature and being one with Mother
nature. Stephan Taylor was our international
guest speaker for Sahaja Yoga. A good speaker
and storyteller, he tied together the previous
topics beautifully. We then went through the
self-realization exercise and had a very deep
meditation. From the feedback we received
from different sources, the evening was a
tremendous success.

We have been having a wonderful and joyous
time with the fifty-odd people who have been
corning along for five weeks now. We have half
a dozen Chinese who are established now, and
they are holding programs in Cantonese for
about 25 of the new people at the ashram. We
wanted to share this special event with you, and
to perhaps inspire you to try the same thing or
something similar. We heard that Shri Mataji
was happy with our approach, and we are very
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grateful to Her for inspiring us. Copies of the
posters, ads, and new articles that were used can
be obtained by writing to: Alex Henshaw, Unit
12A, 18 Shan Kwong Rd., Happy Valley, Hong
Kong (Telephone: 8935227).

News from Brazil
What a wonderful part of Shri Mataji's creation
is Brazil! Wherever we walk, Shri Mataji
connects us with seekers that are just ready for
entering the Kingdom of God. Since we came
here the most wonderful things have happened.

We are comfortably living with family in Sao
Paulo about one hour away from the sea. The
city is very big and when you go up one of the
skyscrapers, lou can see houses from one
horizon to the other. Thanks to the wind there
is hardly any pollution here. About 24 million
people are living here and moving around
without major problems.

But still, compared to Europe, the difference is
verv great on the subtle level. They say Sao
Paulo is very right-sided compared to the rest of
Brazil, but you can feel the left side is heavy
and nearly everyone here is involved in some
kind of black magic, taror, or other things from
left Swaddhishthana negarivitv. Even so-called
upper-class people, who are considered to be
educated in western-style thinking, don't make
decisions without consulting some kind of oracle
or other things of that kind. The first morning,
when I left the house, I noticed a bottle of beer
and an open package of cigarettes arranged
right next to our house. They told me that this
is very typical here-this is an offering to some
bhoots calling them for help.

Of course, in the Vishuddhi Chakra, Shri Mataji
is in the form of Shri Krishna, the One who
enjoys the Leela. We enjoy very much Shri
Mataji's play here and it started to evolve right
from the beginning. On the first day I met Dr.
Marden Negrao, the only Sahaja Yogi so far in
Sao Paulo, a medical doctor and a psychiatrist,
a very dedicated and open-hearted person, who
tonk us on a spectacular tour through Sao

Paulo. We offered vibrated water at the place
where the city was founded 450 years ago and
we expressed our desire to meet many more
seekers in this city.

This Sahaja Yogi has a srrong motivation to
help the less privileged people of Brazil,
especially the children that live in the streets
and are regarded as disturbing the business in
the wealthier areas! Everyday we have news in
the media about hired killers who shoot these
children in the open daylight.

This has been going on here for many years, but
since the military w:ui removed from govern-
ment and since it is clear that the present
government is not interested in doing anything
for these people, many hundred private
initiatives have come to life that try to do rhe
work of the government.

Dr. Marden arranged with his far-reaching
connections a memorable meeting with seven of
the richest and most influential people of Brazil
in a club of millionaires here in Sao Paulo. We
were ten people sitting around a big oak table
in the library. One of them had heard through
Marden about Sahaja Yoga and had "spontan-
eously" decided to invite six of his colleagues ro
this meeting. First this man suggested purting all
the activities they had already planned for social
welfare on the basis of the new "philosophy" of
Sahaja Yoga. Without knowing much about it
and without being a Sahaja Yogi, he felt the
importance of this new possibility to help. Then
we were invited to explain what Sahaja Yoga is
and who Shri Mataji is. In the end we had a
powerful meditation after which all seven could
feel their Kundalini in the Sahasrara.

Then it was decided to use Time-Life and
American Express mailing lists normally used to
solicit new subscribers all over Brazil to
advertise Sahaja Yoga, offering a free sub-
scription for a course in Sahaja Yoga in seven
steps, leading to a seminar in major cities of
Brazil and follow-ups thereafter. The complete
organization, the logistics of all the mailings to
interested seekers, the costs and the production
of the information is going to be covered by our
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new friends! We were just sitting there and
watching how the Divine Love of Shri Mataji
was expressed through these people who were
enjoying all this with us like children.

At a certain point it was suggested that we
would need a centre where all the necessary
people could work, where the computer would
be installed and where we would have meetings
and meditation for all the new people. And "by
chance" one of them has an office building at
the coast one hour from here that could be used
for this purpose! Of course, with all the
necessary people to maintain the work!

Secondly, it was decided that the surplus of
several of their activities should flow into a
company that was already existing at that time,
but now will operate on the basis of the dharma
of Sahaja Yoga. This company is called Life in
Movement which supports two major projects.
One is concerned with the enormous waste in
food production in Brazil. With courses and
practical experience we want to show the
farmers that Sahaja Yoga and vibrations not
only open the gate to the Kingdom of Heaven,
but that they also can achieve very spectacular
results using the research of Harnid and Dr.
Sangll'e on Sahaja Yoga and agriculture. The
little that I knew about that was received with
greatest interest.

The second project concerns the children of the
streets directly. We have the possibility of
starting schools in several districts that will
teach Sahaja Yoga, trying to reintroduce
dharma into a society that has gone as far away
from it as killing its own children in the srreet.

All this is happening spontaneously. It seems
the time is ripe for a change, as Shri Mataji has
mentioned, and we few Sahaja Yogis here are

witnessing the unfolding of a new era, the
Golden Age, in a most beautiful, Sahaja way!

As far as "life in the Maya" is concerned, there
are two very good possibilities for employment
here which could involve applying Shri Mataji's
new concepts for advertising. All ambition, all
desire to act, all running, all fruitless pursuit of
ideas of my ego has stopped. Shri Mataji allows
me to witness Her Divine Action and there is
nothing else to do than to enjoyl We have a
small group here that meets regularly for
meditation and bhajans. We are preparing
programs in the largest bank of Brazil, and
offering courses for stress reduction and
realization of the Self, first in Sao Paulo and
later in other cities of Brazil. We have the
possibility of introducing Sahaja Yoga to the
institute for agricultural research at the
University of Sao Paulo. We are preparing the
material for the upcoming courses in Sahaja
Yoga that the "group of seven" is going to mail
all over Brazil. Everyday new ideas are coming
up, but everything flows quietly, relaxed and
with strong vibrations!

In our Sahasrara we are united with all of you,
"sitting in the heart of the universe," enjoying
the love of Our Divine Mother, especially at
this auspicious puja in Her form as Shri
Krishna. We want to express to Shri Mataji our
deepest gratitude that She takes us into Her
great body of Virata, that She allows us to take
our seats in the Kingdom of Heaven with
respect and dignity. The Golden Age is not a
place of existence but is a state of existence,
beyond the Maya of duality, beyond good and
evil, enjoying the oneness of Shri Sadashiva and
His Shakti.

With all our love from the kingdom of Shri
Vishnu Maya, your grateful brother.

-Herbert Reininger, Sao Paolo, Brazil
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29-3r Cabell'a

Cabella
Travel to Zabrze, Poland; Public Program on 3rd
Warsaw Public Program
Bucharest; Public Program on 6th
Sofia, Bulgaria; Puja on 8th; Public Program on 9th
Budapest, Hungary; Public Program on 1lth
Travel to Milan
Ganesha Puja, Cabella, Italy, organised by
Switzerland
International Symposium on "Self Knowledge-The
Only Way to Transformation," Cabella
Vienna, Austria; Public Program on 28th
Cabella

Cabella
Travel to New York; U.N. Program on 4th
Toronto Public Program
Vancouver, Public Program on 7th
Los Angeles, Program for Muslims and lranians on 9th;
North American Puja on 10th; l-A. Public Program on
11rh
Washington, DC, Invitational Program on 13th; Public
Program on 14th
Philadelphia
New York Public Proqram
Travel to Milan
Cabella
Navaratri Puja, Cabella, organised by Holland, Belgium,
Spain

Diwali Puja, Sochi, Ukraine
London
Spain and Toulouse, France

1
2-3
4
5-7
8-9
1111
1,2
17-1.9

22-25

27-28
29-30

t-2
34
5
6-7
8-11

l2-14

15
t6
17
r8-21
22-24

November

Fr-Su 12-14
Tu 16
We-Sa 27-30
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